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Yet another application of nanotechnology- this time to cure a dreaded disease
Prof. D. Bahadur
Metallurgical & Malerial Sciences Department, liT Bombay
Cancer remains one of the leading causes of death around the WOrld. According to a study conducted by the Indian
Council of Medical Research (ICM R) recently, cancer kills 50 people in India every hour, while another 100 are diagnosed with the disease in the same period. All the commonly known therapy options for this dreaded disease such as
surgery, cherne and radiotherapy have some limitations or the other. They could be extremely invasive with excruciating side-effects. Magnetic Hyperthermia seems to be a promising option for therapy, wtlieh could be noninvasive, more
selective and targeted and with no side effects.
Hyperthermia (Greek word for overheating) had been mentioned as a potential treatment for several diseases around
5000 years ago. Magnetic Hyperthermia, for the treatment of cancer, may be defined as raising Ihe temperature 01body
tissues between 42DC and 460C using magnetic particles such that the viability of cancerous tissues reduces. This is
based on the fact that magnetic materials generate heat when exposed to an AC magnetic field . Magnetic Hyperthermia (MHT) as a therapy was first proposed by Gilchrist in 1957. However progress are this area has been very sluggish
till the earty nineties. Initial attempts were made by introducing magnetic implants within/near the tumor site surgically
and then an AC magnetiC field was applied to generate heal later ferro-fluids, wtlich are stable COlloidal suspensions
of magnetic nano-partides (MNPs) in a biocompatible liquid carrier, were used for this purpose. This mode of hyperthermia, now popularly known as Magnetic Fluid Hyperthermia (MFH), is not only non-invasive in nalure bot also uses
MNPs wtlich have superior magnetic properties in relation to hyperthermia treatment. When exposed to an AC magnetic field , MNPs exhibit different kinds of losses. II the partide size is above a threshOld value, hysteresis loss is observed. However below this size (in the super paramagnetic regime), two other kinds of losses due to Neel (rotation of
magnetic spin within partides) and Brownian (the actual physical rotation of the particles) relaxation are observed,
which are responsible fOr generating heat. In addition, eddy current losses for the conducting nano-particles may also
contribute to the heat generation. The development of MFH has resulted in rapid progress in hyperthermia treatment
during the last one decade.

What makes MFHfMHT so exciting a treatment is its ability to target cancer cells specifically without affecting the
normal ones. Not only are tumor cells hypoxic (poorly oxygenated) and hence more temperature sensitive than normal
celis, but also their uplake of MNPs is several times higher than the normal cells. This induces much more heat generation in the malignant cells and hence is more efficient in terms of attacking only the cancerous tissues. MFH has no side
effects and may be used in combination with other therapies such as Chemotherapy.
Research at liT Bombay
In IITB we had been working in this area for almost a decade and now we have developed several processes and systems wtlich meet almost all the requirements lor MFH. The biggest challenge we are facing at the moment Is to make
it target specific. We have had some success in this direction with the use of folic acid, wtliCh is known to overeKPfCss itself on cancerous tissues. We have also found that a magnetic field may be used to advantage for targeting
as well as internalization. We are also working on ligand mediated targeting wtliCh has met with partial success. Another area, where we have had limited success is in the in-vivo experiments since
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we lack animal hOUse facility here.

Most Of the in-vivo experiments have been carried out in collaboration with other institutes. We have developed multifunctional smart magnetic nanoparticula tes which carry drug too and these can be delivered at the diseased si te by
some triggering mechanism. Theref()(e, a combination therapy is possible explOiting hyperthermia and chemotherapy.
In addition, these smart magnetic nanoparticulates have also been investigated for diagnostic applications such as MRI
conlIastagent.
Some of the carriers with which we have had remarkable success include thermosensitive magnetic liposomes, thefmosensitive NIPAM base particulates, biodegradable polymer base particulates, layered double hydroxides, dendrimers and porous oxides
A few important success stories of our recent investigations are given below:
• Development of materials with curieflransition temperatures between 4:ZOC and 7rPC, such that they may work as invivo switch. On application of AC field , the heating starts a nd as the transition temperature is reached , the heating automatically stops. This cycle continues and the temperature is stabilized at the therapeutic value.
• Development of a variety of biocompatible aqueous based ferro-fluids with unique properties for MFH (Patent available).
• We have understOOd the mechanism of cancer cell death by the disruption of cytoskeleton through immunofluoresence microscopy as shown in figure below.

i

Future challenges
Although some success has been achieved in this endeavor, targeting still remains one of the biggest challenges. Clinical trial is another front where there has been very limited report. Some success has been achieved by Jordan and his
coWOfkers at Benin where they have performed several clinical trials 011 patients with prostrate carcinoma as well as
glioblastoma multiforme. They have developed a full size human magnetic field applicat()( as shOWn in the figure (above
right-side), Making mulUfunctiooai nanoparticulales which may be used fO( diagnostic as well as therapeutic applications is another area which has a wide scope of improvement.
ThiS parallel progress in applications of nanotechnology fO( the treatment of cancer illustrates the global inter·
est in nanoscience and its potential applicatiooto innovative medical technologies. Further, the fact that
several groups, using related but different techniques, can demonslIate positiveresutts increases the
dlances that this new approach might be a powerful technique for the treatment of cancer.
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Trying out a new energy efficient and less polluting brick-making technology
(Vertical Shaft Brick Kiln - VSBK) in the tribal block of Konkan region

Prof. Anand Rao

Centre for Technology AlternatIVes fOl' Rural Areas (CTARA). liT Bombay
Brick-making is an age-old industry in the history of mankind. Clay bricks have been used in India fOf centuries and continue
to be the predominan t construction material even today. It is estimated thai more than 100.000 kilns produce about 14,000
crore bricks annually to meet the ever increasing demand from the construction industry. Brick-making is a traditional, unorganized industry, generally confined 10 rural and semi-urban areas. It is one of the largest employment-generating industry and
its annual turnover is more Ihan 14,000 Cfore rupees. II is highly energy intensive industry and has serious Implications for
the environment. Brick induslry as a whole is one of the largest consumers of coal in India with annual demand In Ihe range
of 15-24 million metric Ions of coal. This sector alone generales roughly about 170 million metric tons of CO~ emissions per
year, and is one of the major contributOfs to the

CO~

emissions (aOOul17%) in India.

Th e Problem
Brick making is a highly energy-intensive process where fuel costs alone account fOf almost 30-50% of the production cost ;
labor and soil being the other two major components of the overall oost. The share of each cost item will depend on the
location-specific faclors such as prevailing daity wages, availability of soil, transportation cost and the fuel used. The conventional practice of firing clay bricks in rural counlIy like clamps and Bull's Trench Kilns (BTKs) consumes huge quantities offuel
in terms of coal , firewood and other biomass fuels . These kilns are highly polluting establishments, affecting nol just the flora
and fauna , but also posing threats to human health. High energy costs and inability of the industry 10 meet the environmental
standards has raised serious concerns about the survival and well-being of the industry.
The rising prices 01 fuel, scarcity of good quality soil, declining profit margins and highly inefficient operation are the main
problems faced by traditional kilns apart from fierce competition and degradation of natural environment. The technology
inputs focusing on reducing fuel consumption , improving product quality and preserving natural environment is need of Ihe
hour. The tribal s are

now getting aware of the problem as this issue is linked with their livelihood_ There seems to be emefg-

ing consensus among them regard ing efforts needed to make brick kilns more productive and efficient. So, they are willing
to use technology inputs to make this activity sustainable.
The Role of Technological Intervention

Schematic of VSBK

The Vertical Sha ft Brick Kiln (VSBK) technology - originally developed in

-

China _ is an energy-efficient and environment friendly means to produce

~.

quality bricks, especially for mid -sca le brick makers. The technology is also

'w

recognized by central pollution control board (CPCB) as a cleaner technology. The unique selting proposition of the VSBK is its energy efficiency. As

-

the national policy moves toward full pricing of energy and energy costs soar,
the financial viability of VSBK will improve manifold against any other mode
of brick production.

... ....

So, why do we have only a small number of such kilns «0.001 %) of this kind?

Some of the majOf barriers hindering the dissemination of V5 BK are:
• Technological barrier:

Traditional kiln owners tend to be conservative and

are hesitant towards VSBK technology as it is an organized production pro- _
cess which involves some operational SOf)histication .
• Investment barrier: VSBK technology requires higher investments as compared to damp - typically about Rs. 15-20 lakhs fOf a 2-shaft VSBK that can
produce about 1· 2 lakh bricks per year, as compared to Rs. 0 _5-1 lakh for a
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clamp. Doe to lack of access to capital resources and financial incentives, the manufacturer prefers to continue with the traditional clamp kiln rather than investing in cleaner and efficient technologies. The appreciation of energy savings in operational
cost continues to be low among brick manufacturers.
• Operational barrier: The

Iradi-

Benefits of VSBK

~ooal

clamp kilns are not in-situ

kilns.

Their location keeps on

• High energy efficiency (fuel saving almost 50-70%). The specific

changing depending upon the avail-

energy consumption in VSBK is 0.75-1 .0 MJf kg of bricks where as in

ability of soil and other inputs. On

clamp kilns, it is around 1.5to 2.5 MJf kg

the other hand, VSBK

• Less polluting; improvement in natural working environmenl

involves

building a permanent kiln structure

• SeHer and uniform quality of bricks compared to clamps

at one location, which may pose se-

• Can use various industrial wastes as substrates e.g. flyash, iron ore

rious consl raints on its operation in

tailings

future. Also , the kiln needs 10 be al-

• Lower foot print (VSBK requires about 15-20% less area, as com-

tended round the clock (24 hours a

pared to the Bulls Trench Kiln)

day), throughout the period of op-

• Can operale throughoullhe year subject to availability of green bricks

eration, just like any olher modern

• Quick tumover: Bricks are ready for sale after firing within two days of
loading

industrial unit. Thus, there is certain
hesitance to invest in th is type of
brick-making unit.

• Flexibimy in volume of production based on markel demand
• Highly suitable where part of fuel is traditionally mixed with clay
• Minimal mainlenance requirements
• Construction and operation is easy to leam
• Reduced breakages (2-3% as compared to 7-8% in clamps)
• SeHer marKet price due to excellent quality

The Project at CTARA
Recently, the Centre for Technology Alternatives for Rural Aieas (CTARA) atilT-Bombay has initiated a project to disseminate
VSBK technology in Ihe Konkan region , where none of such kilns have been tried before. Rural Communes. an NGO based
in Narangi with social links to the tribal and non-tribal communities in that region , wilt be jointty involved in this project. The
basic idea is to facilitate the establishment o f a VSBK unit in this region , so thai the local tribals can see its technical feasibility
and eronomic viability - the most crucial pre-requisites for the public acceptance of any

new technology. The

project would

follow the ' Build Operate and Transfer" (BOT) principle and the kiln would be operated by a cooperative formed by the tribal

brick workers.
The main objectives of the project are
• Technology demonstration and establishment - Introduction of new,
energy efficient and less polluting brick-making technology in a tribal
block of Konkan region. Th e project will also help establish the econom-

ic viability of VSBK technology in this region.
• Local skills upgradation - Development of entrepreneurial ability of the
local tribal community. The project aims at training the tribals to
effectively manage the continuous operation of a kiln . This will help in socia-economic upliftment o f these people by providing
them access to wider opportunijies in employment.
• Research and educational opportunities - Active involvement of students and faculty from tlTB and the local polytechnic in
this new brick-making technology wiM provide a rich leaming experience to all the participants. The project willelso help '"'":..
hancing awareness of Iocail population about energy efficient brick production.
The project has received funding from the Rajiv Gandhi Science and Technology Commission (Govemment of
MBharashtra) and has begun only a couple of months ago. The project implementation is going to be a
challenging task end all those who would like to be

part of this expedition are most welcome

Let lIS hope for en the success to this "eco-lriendly' technology that may help us in reducing our
carbon foot-print brick-by-brick!
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A catalyst to a HYDROGEN Economy
Is this the answer to energy crunch we are looking for?
Shouvik Bannerjee
Fourth Year Undergraduate, Metallurgical & Material Sciences Department, liT Bombay

Siddharth Rao
Fourth Yesr Undergraduate, Metallurgical & Material Sciences Department, liT Bombay
Recent limes have witnessed skyrocketing oil prices create panic and headlines all over the world. AfI increasing demand and
diminishing supply continues to haunllhe present oil driven economies. Engineers and scienti sts have long dreamed of being
able to harness green and sustainable energy. In 1962 a revolution in energy research occurred. Scientists al Westinghouse
Electric Corporation (now Siemens Westinghouse) demonstrated for the first time the fea sibility of extracting electricity from
a device they called a "solid electrolyte fuel cell". Since then there has been intense researdl and developmen t efforts to develop the alternative energy technology known as fuel cells. Now, as energy issues are at the forefront of current events, fuel
cell technology is ripening and on the verge of being ready for large scale commercial implementation.
A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts the dlemical energy in fuels (sudl as hydrogen, methar"le, butar"le or
even gasoline and diesel) into electrical energy by exploiting the Il8tural tendency of oxygen and hydrogen to reael Fuel cells
are simple devices, containing no moving parts and only four functional component elements: cathode, electrolyte, anode and
interconnect.
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) technology dominates competing fuel cell technologies because of the ability of SOFCs to use
currently available fossil fuels, thus reducing operating costs. Much development has focused on SOFC, because they are
able to convef1 a wide variety of fuels with such high efficiency (up to 70% in pressurized hybrid system) compared to engines
and modem thermal power plants (30-40% efficient)

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

The cell is constructed with

two porous electrodes which

sandwich an electrolyte. Air flows along the cathode (which
FUll

is therefore also called the "air electrode"). When an oxygen
molecule contacts the cathode/electrolyte interface, it catalytically acquires four electrons from the cathode and splits
into two oxygen ions. The oxygen ions diffuse into the electrolyte material and migrate to the other side of the cell
where they encounter the anode (also called the "fuel electrode"). The oxygen ions encounter the fuel at the

Oxidant

anode/electrotyte interface alld react catalytically, giving off
water, carbon dioxide , heat, and - most importantly - elecIrons. The electrons transport through the anode to the ex-

ternal circuit and back to the cathode , providing a source of useful electrk;al energy in an external circuit.
Although much headway has been made in development of this technology, some major challenges still remain, one of them

being material selection. Eactl material must have the electrical properties required 10 perform its function in the cell. There
must be enough chemical and structural stabi1ity to endure fabrication and operation at high temperatures. The fuel cell
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needs to run at high temperatures (upto l000' Cj in order to achieve sufficiently high current densities and po'.vcr output. Re-

::::1_

activity and inter-diffusioo between the components must be as low as possible. The thernlal expansion coefficients of the
components must be as close to one another as possible in order to minimize thermal stresses whidl oould le"ad:;'o;
and mechanical fa ilure. Ynria·stabilized Zirconia (YSZ ) and Lanthanum Strontium Manganate (lSM ) are the n
materials satisfying the above requirements.

Research at liT Bom bay

One of the ways to reduce the operating temperature and obtain higher effectiveness is to obtain thinner and unifOlTTl coating
aflhe YSZ elecltolyte on the LSM cathode. Coating techniques like electrochemical vapour deposition that are currently being
employed are capital intensive. Cheaper alternative techniques like dip coating and spray coating are incapable of producing
uniform coatings. Electrophoretic deposition (EPD) seems to be an attractive solution, especially fOf SOFe due to the simple,

low cost equipment and ease of deposition of films of controlled thickness even on substrates with complex shapes.
EPO is a colloidal deposition process assisted and controlled by an electric field, shown in the schematics (middle right).
Under the application of an electric field , the charged particles in the suspension flrsl migrale towards the deposition electrode
of opposite charge forming a solid deposit layer. The quality of the YSZ coatings on lSM wilh variations in voltage and lime
of deposition and solid loading to dispersant ratio were studied. For this, a suspension of YSZ was prepared in
ethanol using an optimized dispersanl salt to solid ratio. Superior
coatings were obtained on the LSM substrates by electrophoretic
deposition at an optimized deposition voltage of 10 V for 3-4 minutes. The green deposit of YSZ on pre- sintered LSM was further

+-

-

co-sintered at 12SOOC to obtain 2O~m thick coatings. Good adhesion between the coating and the substrate was observed. EPO

".

was thus effectively used to obtain uniform and crack free coating
on pre-sinlered LSM substrates.
. . . . ......

•

'j

..

Future o f SOFe s
The wor1dYIide demand fOf electricity is expected to double in the
next 20 years. SOFCs can be positioned on-site, even in remote
areas; oo-site localion makes it possible 10 match power generation to the electrical demands of the site . Aplant in the Netherlands has been operational fOf

two years and an earlier prototype installation has been operating for 8 years.

In the transportation SectOf, SOFCs find

app~cations

in automobiles. Regions like British Columbia, Denmark, Nethertands,

Sweden, Florida and California have already introduced the concept of Hydrogen Highways, a chain of hydrogen-equipped
ftlling stations and other infrastructure along a road Of highway which allow hydrogen powered cars to travel. As recently as
on 3" April 2008 Boeing te sted its first fuel cell powered manned aira-aft.
SOFCs can be established on-site in remote locations, are quiet, sturdy and non-polluting and hence there seems to be lillie
doubt that SOFC technology will be implemented. Analysts expect that the overall market for fuel cell technology could reach
$95 billion by the year 2010.

An insight into game designing at liT Bombay
Dr. Krishna Lala

TechmcalOfficer. IRee, liT Bombay

Tilak Pattnaik

Fourth Year undergraduate, Metallurgical & Maten'al Sciences Department, liT Bombay

Prateek Ra'
Fourth Year u

ergraduate, Department of Aerospace, liT Bombay

"The chess·board Is the world, the pieces are the phenomena of the universe, and the rules of the game are what we
call the laws of Nature. The player on the other side is hidden from us."
Board games have been played in most cultures and societies throughout history; some even go back as early as 3500
Be. These board.games played an active role in children's education and were used for skill developments of varying
nature. Compare this with our modern methodologies of teaching, which nol only leave much to be desired in instilling
creativity but also fail 10 challenge Ihe latent intelligence in students. According to professor Athwankar of IDC, looking
back at history and adopting a ·play and leam" approach is the best way to go about leaching.
Over the past three decades, Professor Athwankar has been designing games that motivate Chitdren to think, to strategize and not to mentiOn foster a winning spirit. He got a chance to convert hisideas to practice when UNtDO (United
Nations Industrial Development Organization) offered him a project to be undertaken at liT
Bombay. India may not be a good martet for innovative games, but it has a Ioog tradition of
game designing. A group of three designers along with Prof. Athwankar, worKed on this
UNIDO project and designed and developed a few games, some of which are already
in the martet. A few products of these efforts indude 'Discover India' marteted by
Chirantan enterprise and 'Tangle' marteted by Darshan plastics.
Howsoever easy playing a game may seem, designing one is never an easy
proposition. The problem here is an undefined one and has to be discovered
gradually as one goes ahead exploring new frontiers . This process of
brainstorming on various ideas forms the first stage of game development. Once the objective is set. the governing ru les and several alternative pathways through which a game may proceed are thought upon, this
is known as gameplay and is the most important component of game
design. It requires creating interesting and uncertain situations continuouSly so as to ensure that the player not only remains interested throughOut
the game, but also plays it again and again. The semantics have to be perfect and
instructiOns unambiguous. The final stage indudes worting on the aesthetics and looks
of the game, since the color and design of the package and the game itself has to be attractive to bring the child to the game for starters.
The complexities associated with game designing and a constant need to supply the martets with fresh
games urged Professor Athwankar to take it up as a serious academic activity and introduce a course on game
designing at IOC. A majOr part of the rurrirulum involved designing innovative games for SChOOl children. For
this, he divided 15 students in 34 groups. Regular brainstorming sessions were held with Professor Athwankar
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and finally they settled on deSigning boardgames. According to Professor Athwankar, one of the major reasons for
choosing boardgames was the amount of social interaction they encourage. They proceeded in an iterative manner,
playing each others games and 00 the baSis of feedback, modified their respective games. Prof. Athwankar says that
the true test of a game as to whether it has generated interest in the child is when he wants to reta in the game and not
want to let go of it. That is exactly what happened, when the designed games were put to trial among children of various
age groups to detoonine what game would be good for which age group. The children played continuously and the
games were able to hOld their attentioo for long hours. On the basis of observing children play, some further refinements
to rules and semantics were made. Finally the game packages were fully developed and exhibited at ICC to Funskool
officials. They were so impressed by the designs that t!ley decided to buy all of them on that day itself.
All in all, six games were liCensed to Funskool and four of them namely Chakra VlE!w, Triplets, Sixteen Fixteen and
Gotcha have already entered the markets. The other two, Mahawar and Tryangle will be entering the market shortly.
Apart from being educational in nature, these games also instill a sense of problem solving. While shorter games like
I
entertainment, longer ones like Mahawar demand a great amount of patience, foreSight , planning and the ability to handle high pressure situations. These games
not only help in developing one·s strategic thinking, but also result in pretty complex social
interactions like syndicating with the feUow ptayers to defeat a strong opponent.
Apart from linking the students with a reputed company, designing these games
also acted as a nice creative experience for them. As Professor Athwankar
says" Virtually anyone can design a game. All that is needed is a keen
sense of observation and the ability to transform those details into a
logical sequence of steps". And everyone's invitedl

MONOPOLY IN

GAMES
Monopoly was not invented by Parker Brothers leo-founder George Parker]. When he played a trial version submitted by the inventor, Charles Darrow, he thought it was too complica ted, too technical and it took too long to
play. A rejection letter that was sent early in 1934 cited '52 fundamental errors'. A few months later, Parker had
eaten his words. He bought the game from Darrow [who had spent the year after his initial rejection demonstrating the game's potential by selling many copies himself], and rewrote the rules in his trademark aystalline English. Within two years two million sets of Monopoly had
. Parker, characteristically, publicly displayed
his scomfulletter to Darrow as a lesson in humility.
SOurce: The Economist
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Fa
Batmobile can soon become a reallfy-a look at a couple of Incligenous/y developed merge a/gon/hms for achlfNlng automatIOn.

Prakhar Goyal (prakhargoya/@cse,illb,ac.in)
Fifth Year Undergraduate. Computer SCience and Engmeenng Department. liT Bombay

Automakers have been working since the past three decades to realize the dream of au tonomous driven vehicles. Remarkable progress has been made and w ith the advent of new technologies, there has been significant increase in the
intelligence of vehicles. Vehicles afe now being equipped with on-board sensors, wireless communica tion and higher
processing power, which also increases the passengers safely. These embedded processors can be used to implement "by-wire" applications, thus making them capable of taking smart decisions on the road or in cases assisting the

driver in doing the same.
Other than sa fety the algorithm strives to better the following requirements:
Considerable amount of wor1< is being done in academia
as well as industry in areas like Adaplive Cruise Control
(ACC) and Virtual Bumper. Our 'HQO( studies one such
safety-related automotive application, namely Automatic
Merge Control (AMC) system. II's an intelligent control
system. which helps ensure safe vehicle maneuver at
multiple road intersections.The algolithm wor1<s with the
primary aim of safety and secondary aim o f higher efficiency, throughput, priority vehicles and lower
latency(see the box- right side). The system is designed
to wor1< on autonomous vehicles with communication capabilities. The protocol either wor1<s
- Decen tralized: The data on individual vehicles is processed depending on its environment.
• Centralized: The data is processed centrally and then

• Throughpot Throughput is a measure of traffic
movement and is given by the number of vehicles
being merged per unit time. To alleviate traffic
congestion, we would like lhe system to maximize
throughput.
• Fuel EffICiency: Deceleralion lends to decrease
fuel efficiency; hence Ihe merge should ensure
thai the total deceleration is minimal
• l atency: It represenls the time between which a
vehicle enters the region (defined by Ihe radius R)
and crosses the merge point. In order to reduce
travel time, we would like to reduce average latency
• Priority: Vehicles like ambulance, fi re brigade,
elc. should be given more preference while merging.

commands are sent to individual vehicles depending on
the data from infrastructure entity/nOde on roadside.
These by-wire applications are distributed and real-time in nature and involve deadline bound computations on critical
data gathered from the environment. This leads to copious amounts of computations, which have to be minimized without affecting the performance and safety of the applications. These applications have stringent requirements on the
freShness of data items and completion time of the tasks. The research at liT Bombay proposes Iwo merge algorithms
lor AMC: Head of the lane (Hol) and All Feasible Sequences (AFS ).
Head Of lane (H ol)
This approach is molivated by the way drivers, in manually driven vehiCles, reSOlve the COfInict at an intersection in
practice. The drivers who are closest to Ihe merge region on each lane decide among themselves the order in which
they pass through the merge region (ba sed on some criterion, say First Come Firsl Serve). Hol is a distributed solution
that considers only the head or lead vehiCle on each of the lanes (schematic 1) for determining the merge sequence
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Al gor ithmi c Sleps fo r Hol:
I . When a lead vehicle on Lanel (x1t ) reaches magnetic belt (see

sche~

to achieve the goal of safe maneuver-

matic 2), it declares itself as Hol of that Lane. This event triggers Hol to be

ing. The algorithm is explained in the

seleded on the other Lane.

box right side.The fact that the Hol algorithm considers only

two (head ) ve-

hicles at a time for computation makes
il easy to deploy in the real world. But,
due to the same fact, it might lail

to

work at a higher traffic density since it

Lane •I

•

2. The vehicle, which is nearest to the
merge region on Lane 2 and whose profile is
not yet determined by AMC is elected as the
HoL (xli). If the other road is empty then the
HoL, which triggered this action, selects
itself as the winner. Control goes to step I .

does not consider the effect of its decision on the DTTI (Driving time to intersection) of the fonowing vehiCles. To
overcome this drawbaCk,

we

propose

another algorithm namely, All Feasible
Sequences (AFS) algorithm.

3. Now, xlI sends its profile to xII , which performs the computation to determine the winner i.e., which HoL that will cross the intersection first.
4 . xII broadcasts the computed profile of the 'Ninner; the winner is selected on the basis of minimizing the DTTI (Drive nme nn Intersection) of
the vehicles. The algorithm also considers the profile of the vehicles which
recently crossed the intersection as a safety measure.

All Feas ible sequences Alg o rithm (AFS)
This algorithm is a centralized solution that considers

••

••
•
••

.'

.

all the relevant vehicles from a snapshot, i.e., vehiCles

-

in the Zone-2 (sdlematic 2) at a time and determines

the

merge sequence and profiles of these vehiCles. The

primary aim of the algorithm is safe maneuver of the vehicles at the intersection and secoodary to minimize the
overalt onl of the vehicles in the Zone-2. This centralized system keeps track of vehiCle profiles, then processes the data available to find out the merge sequence and predicts the future behavior of the vehicle.
Depending on these variables it then sends commands
to vehiCles, to either accelerate or decelerate.

Simulations of the

...........

••
•

'.

••

'.

'

.

.'
,

Zone 2

.... Zone } .....
'

..

'.

'.

two algorithms run on two different robotic vehicular platforms,

FireBird and Dexter developed at ERTS Lab in liT Bombay, perfectly demonstrated the advantages of using the aforementioned approach for constructing and
implementing AMC systems.
We realize that deploying such a system is not feasible in tile current situation as
of the required technology is still under development. Also tile minions of
non-collaboralive or human-driven vehicles currenlly being used will be around
in the future. Thus even with the development of appropriate technology aod
Robotic Vehicular platform-Firebird required infrastructure in the future ,
a sizeable fraction of vehicles would be non-collaborative aod
hence a system that handles a mixture of both types of vehides must be developed. Considering this,
renlly planning

we

are cur-

to work on enhancing our solution to

handle such mixed traffic.
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A magnified perspective on IITB-industry interaction

Aadil Shah
Fourlh year undergraduate, Department of Aerospace Engmtttmng. liT Bombay

Goutham Valeti
ThIrd year undergraduate,

Department of Aerospace Engmeenng. liT Bombay

The relationship between business and educational institutions is an old one. The
core of industry lies in innovation, and the COfe of innovation comes trom new ideas

that very often emanate from high quality academic institutions. Ever since liT
Bombay was established in 1958, the prime objective a/the institute has always been
to be the fountainhead of ideas, providing innovative and cost effective technology to
the country. Since then its R&D has grown in leaps and bound s; presently there are
over 900 projects running aa-oss 14 departments and 10 research centers. A large
number of these projects have industrial collaboration and the nel worth of these projects is valued at over Rupees 100 aores. liT Bombay now boasts of 56 research labs
and has over 80 patents till date.
But do the above figures match up with the best? Although its identity as an excellent
technical institution is unquestionable,
good is it as 8 research institute? Is this
current quality and quantity 01 industry·academia interaction enough? To answer a
few of these questions, we decided to look into the variOl./$ stages of industry-rollaboraled research ailiT Bombay and obtain a better perspective through a sel of dialogues w ith numerOl./$ respected members
of Ihe industry as wei as members of the faculty and studenl representatives .

now

Although the ongoing R&D worit atllTB pertaining 10 indllStriaJ interaction is wide and varied , it can be broadly classified into
two categories; industry sponsored research and company consultancy. In sponsored projects, the industry may provide
sponsorships through various ways like student felloYlships and setting up research labs. In consultancy p4'ojects, the p4'ofes·
sors provide expertise to IXlIllpanies in various projects. However, unlike sponsored projects, students are generally not in·
voIved in these consultancy projects.
In these industry-collaborated projects, representatives of the company approach
Both professors and compa·
IITB or lllOfe specifically a professor with a problem statement. This system has
nies feel that n ot enough is
been followed for the pasl40 years, bul it seems to have its naws. Both professors
done from IITBs side to initio
and companies feel thai not enough is done from IITS's side to initiate such sponate such sponsored re search
sored research projects. According to Prof. Bose of the Mechanical Engineering
projects.
Department, this is not good since they do not exactly know our field of expertise
and they spend time looking around for the right person. This is unlike some foreign
universities wherein an industrial links unit identifies the promising areas of research and interesled companies as well as
sources of funding before initiating talk s on the institute's behalf. IITB itself does not have any such mechanism, leading stu·
dents 10 believe that we are missing out on many such prospects.
Once the project has been offered by Ihe company, the professor sets off on the task of finding students for the p4'o;ect and
then the assembled team goes about solving the problem. Companies feel that a lot of time is required for this initial starting
up period. Mr. Mukesh Mohania, Head, IBM Research Labs, India, explains this as a major reason as to why short term projects (having a period of 3-6 months) are not offered to IIT8 and only projects of a few years duration are o ffered . However,
professors retort by saying that this cannot be helped since there never is a clear line of communication between themselves
and the company and many times no single person within the company is given responsibility to handle the intricacies of the
project. Hence al many points of time a simple clarification in the problem statement ends up taking over a 'o'Ieek.
Also the process of finding interested students is not that easy. According to Prof. Krithi, Dean R&D, the levels of motivation,
especially in the UG and Mlech categories, have gone down significantly over the past decade, He reasons out by
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saying that more students were inclined for higher studies before, which demanded a strong academic resume and better
array of projects. Prof. Bose says that another reason as to why professors are generally reluctant to involve UGs in industry
collaborated projects is their taxing schedule, which doesn't allow them to devote more than a few weeks time every semesters opposed to Mtech or PhD students, who are willing to work on it over the 3-4 semesters. On the other hand. Prof. Phatak
feels that it's more to do with the research structure at IITB that fails to attract students. He says that although liT
the highest number of PhDs in the country, they are far lesser as compared to
many other educational inst~utions abroad. Most of the talent for research
Most of the talent for research
goes abroad and out of the few people that join as research scholars, their
goes abroad and out of the few
preparedness for research is quite low due to various reasons.
people that join as research
At the end of the project come the tricky issues of intellectual property rights
scholars, their preparedness for
(IPR) and technology transfer. Prof. Krithi says that generally the rights
research is quite low due to vari remain with the institute and the technology is leased or transferred to the
ous reasons.
company with some portion of profits coming to IITB. However, depending on
the MoU. the industry may also be given the option to buyout the technology.
In many of the cases it is seen that the companies have no specific guidelines regarding IPR. Both facu~y and industry personnel agree that these tow levets of awareness pertaining to IPR issues are a major source of concern. Mr. Ramachandani
of L&T believes this to be the major reason as to why they tend shy away from offering more open ended projects that could
end up in potentially new technological advances.

\

"
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Another major issue that industries have is regarding the practicality of the technology developed. Mr. Ramachandani feets
that the faculties sometimes go too deep into theoretical research. searching for the best solution rather than the quickest
and most feasible solution. This, he says, may result in solutions which aren't easity implementabte. The
professors in general also agree to this point to some extent, but feel
that companies impose stringent deadlines which put pressure on
Both faculty and industry per sonnel agree
themselves and the students involved and hence they end up producthat these low levels of awareness pertaining
ing neither the best possible work nor a simple solution. Sachit, a reto IPR issues are a major source of concern.
search scholar at Kresit, feels this is sometimes problematic as stuMr. Ramachandani of L&T believes this to be
dents don't learn enough through these projects and that should be
the major reason as to why they tend shy
the ulterior motive of any project.
away from offering more open ended projOn the students' side, most of them tend to prefer industrial collaboration projects since they feel that it gives them a better understanding of
ects that could end up in potentially new
the problems faced in the industry. Ankur Hazarika, a student of SOM,
technological advances.
who has worked on multiple industrial collaborated projects, feels it's
much more challenging since the complete working methodology has to be designed by students and is hugely satisfying as
the impact of the work done can be actually seen being used in practice. Higher job prospects also make these kinds of projects very lucrative.
As we can see, there are shortcomings from both sides and in recent times several initiatives have been taken to improve
the structure. In a bid to disseminate R&D information more effectively to industries. IITS has set up an Information Manage-

~"'
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ment Cell (IMC) together with working on a comprehensive web portal where active aoo innovative interaction between industries aoo the institute can be carried out.
Since most practical problems require an interdisciplinary approach, IRCC is trying 10 enhance collaborative research Ylithin
the institute through a collaborative research forum where professors from various departments come together aoo discuss
their research . For tackling IPR issues, an IPR unit has been recently set up. Prof Krithi says that in order to enhance awareness, several In-house leclure aoo W'Of1(shops are being conducted , together with introduction of courses on IPR in UG aoo
PG levels. Keeping the future in mind, industries are looking more at investing in newer and emefgng technologies rather
!han simply coIlaboratng on projects with short term goals. Mr. Mukesh believes that by ooI-laborating with a leading technological institute like IIT6, the company could gel an outlook on the academic problems which could be of industrial nature and
may result into new and innovative technologies. Professors and students alike feel that the system could be made more efficient Ylith some version of Industrial relation cell being implemented. Ankur takes the example of our placement tea m, which
is run by students but still manages to contact over 250 companies. This sort of a centralized institute body, he says, could
hook up students directly to the company since in the CtJrrent system, collaboration is done through a professor and many

In conclusion , even though liT Bombay is considered as one of the best educational universities in the world producing world
class leaders, we can see that it still has a long way to go in terms of collabofative research . In leading academic institutions
outside India the nature of the collaboration is very well defined and is quite matured. They have a very well defined structure
to measure the deliverables & the collaborated projects are much more focused . Although IIT6 is quite far behind in this
domain, its recent efforts to fill this gap have already started showing results and put it firmty on the path of being a leading research institute.

c
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AN
Uncovenng the secrets behInd technology based startups

Ankur Hazarlka
Maf1(eting Management, 2009

Shai!esh J. Mehta Sctlool Of Management. liT Bombay
Some business ideas come by a careful study of the market or in a sudden moment of business brilliance. Some business
ideas come into light through systematic technical research aimed al producing something that is of high value to its target
marltel. While entrepreneurship is the practice of consistently converting good ideas into profrtable commercial ventures,
lechnopreneurship is a more specific business venture as exemplified in the later sentence. Techopreneurship is formed by
contracting the words 'technology' and 'entrepreneurship', Technology is simply defined as applications of scientifIC knowledge to human work. So, technopreneurship is e~her involved in delivering an innovative hi -Iech product (e.g. Intel) or making
use of hi-tech in an innovative way to deliver its product to the consumer (e.g. eBay), or both (e.g. most pharmaceutical companies). Though fundamentally the same as entrepreneurship, the differentiating factor of technopreneurship perhaps lies in
the focussed technical research that goes in before the product or service comes into existence.

BEEn THERE DonE THnT
let us look at a few eminent technopreneurship ventures. Around 1996 Sabeer Bhatia teamed up with Jack Smith and started
to work on the concept of a web-based database and subsequenlly realised the potential of a web-based e-mail system. Out
of their research came 'Hobnail', the workl's first free webmail service. In 1981 N R Narayana Murthy and Nandan Nilekani
along with five others felt thai if they researched the IT processes they could bring in a lot of efficiency into !he IT industry. Infosys designed and implemeoted the Global Delivery Model which has become the foundation for the huge success of IT services outsourcing from India. By the way, Nandan Nilekani was one of the chief organisers of 'Mood I' during his times ... entrepreneurship does begin at home. As you look around yourself scores of products and logos will hint at the names of technopreneurs who made it big - Steve Jobs (Apple), Vinod Khosla (Sun Microsystems), Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore (Intel),
larry Page and Sergey Brin (Google) •.• the list goes on~
. ~

GOinG ABOUT IT
The central pillar of technopreneurship is research - the urge to create something new and valuable. It all starts with an innovative idea. Most ideas face severe criticism even to start 'Nith because most people cannot visualise the implementation of
a technical proposition thaI is not yel in Pf8cIice. The founders of Google had this crazy idea of organizing all of the wOOd's
online resource into one place. That they have hardly achieved, but no one has yet come closer to it than them. And while
they were on it, they found a way 10 monetize their work through online ads which catapulted them into !he list of billionaires.
Aft8f" all, money making is always !he creative part.
After ideation starts the concefltrated scientific investigation to bring the idea to fruition or at least check its feasibility. This is
wh8f"e the grind starts -lack of research facilities and complementary technology being the major obstacles. For example you
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might have the circuit diagram for the wireless mobile phone charger almost ready but can 't find the guy to do the programming modification into the hand-set. This is where your resource garnering capabilities as an entrepreneur come in _ talk 10

people, find sources for help, collaborate Ylith other entrepreneurs; you have to grab one way or the others. All of those who
have made it big had to find their way around a resource Cfllnch. Risk taking and business acumen are two indispensible
qualities that one needs to have in this field. Know your field and know now much you can push yourself 10 make things
happen. When il seems that you have just hit upon the impossible, you know you are aboul to foray into what no one has done
before - go for it.

THE EnVIROnmEnT
It is unlikely thai a tech-venture can survive as an isolated endeavour without the requisite infrastructure, environment and direction . No wonder most tech-ventures sprout from universities and government and pfivately sponsored programmes. Both
Google and Sun Microsystems came from Stanford University. Umpteen companies have sprung from the technical ideas
generated amongst friends in the Silicon Valley. Though India as a country does not have a glorious history in technopreneurship, a vibrant 'technology ideas to business venture' environment is slowly starting to engulf our homeland. The Government
of India in association with Department of Scientific and Industrial research is promoting 'Technopfeneur Promotion Programme (TePP)' to ta p the vast and existing innova tive potential of the citizens of India. Organizations like NEN (National Entrepreneurship NetworK) and TIE (The Indus Entrepreneurs) have always been forthcoming when it comes to supporting interested colleges and universities. Closer on home-ground

we have SINE (Society for Innovation and Entrepreneurship), the in-

cubator hosted by li T Bombay, which provides support for technology based entrepreneurship. There is also this concept of
intrapreneurship - innovating while you are still the part of a large business organization or a company. Many companies are
providing technological resources and allowing worX hours to their employees to pursue and develop their innovative ideas.

AT HOmEGROUnD
liT is home to some of the most brilliantlechnical minds of the country - professors, students, company representatives. We
have some of the best technological resources available to us. So, if we are stuck up because
for the Ylireless mobile charger, there are of host of departments and people

we do not have the software

we can approach for the same. Within the 550

aaes 01 the campus an enthusiast can find most 01 the resources and know-how required to gel him started l Some focus on
technical entrepreneurship being included in the curriculum itsetfwoukl go a long way in fostering this spirit and giving a structured know-how. With the coming 01 SINE, a lot of research work that goes on within the precincts of the campus nas been
turned into successllJl ventures. Home to an Industrial Design Centre and a Business School, liT has the complementary resources 10 drive ideas the 'Wtlole way to successful businesses. The initiatives of E-cell and Techfest have given encouragement to nascent student ideas. Alot seems to be going the right way- perhaps we are the technopfeneurship hub of the world
in making.

MISER-SOFT
In November 2003, a canadian teenager named Mike Rowe (founder of a business called mikerowesoft.com) received a letter from MiClosoft lawyers accusing him of copyright infringement and demanding immediate transfer of
his domain name to the company. Rowe requested a monetary settlement to cover his time and expenses. Microsoft's
initial counter-offer? S10. Besieged by bad publicity, the company later helped Rowe set up a
his Microsoft Certification training. and gave him an Xbox game system.
Source
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new business, paid for

Technical startups at liT Bombay
MergIng innovatIVe technology and buSiness 1$ the need of/he hour. what better place lhan liT Bombay?
A look

al a couple of them

Vivek Khandelwal
Third Year Undergraduate, Department of Chemistry, liT Bombay

SEDEmAC
"The thrill of adding utility 10 an innovation is the whole and sole reason behind entrepreneurship. And when it comes to technology driven products, there is absolutely no margin of error. Nobody starts with the vision of being an entrepreneur, it cultivates automatically." Says Prof Shashi-Oirector at SEDEMAC Mechatronics Private Limited- a venture providing state-of-

the-art solutions to increase the efficiency of engines across various industries from automotive to alternate energy.
SEDEMAC, currenUy incubated at SINE in liT Bombay is engaged in building a series of "Engine Control Units" products
based on its patent-pending "model-based" control schemes. SEDEMAC's ECUs shall serve as the brain in cootrol-intensive
applicatioos such as Automotive Power trains and Renewable Energy Power trains. The ECU product series is aimed at enhancing the energy capture effICiency at reduced development cycle time and cost.
SEDEMAC has developed

two proof-of-coocep\ prototypes of automotive mechatronic subsystems. One of them is an on-

road Engine Management System (EMS) that has been validated and ackOO'Nledged by a leading Indian Vehicle Manufacturer. The other subsystem is a vehicle-filled Steer-By-Wire (SBW) system supported by a leading Indian Aulo-components
Manufadurer. Of the few features of the patent pending product include
• Reduction o f hydrocarbon emissions by close to 75%
• Reduction of the cost of Engine Management Systems to 2I3rd of the initial cost.
Currently working with a team of g people, including 5 students from liT Bombay, Prof Shashi strongly emphasizes on the fact
that research needs to be backed by competence and ability to invest time. something that has been missing for quite some
time amongst the students, and not to mention the passion that eventually drives the projecllhrough the not too motivating
times.
Talking aboutlhe support system. he says "India doesn't have a silicon valley; also the startup ecosystem is still in its infant
stages. And being a purely technologically driven startup the resources really aren't enough. But then this is how the ecosys
tem is supposed to develop and this venture of
ours is simply a small contribution and an experi-

.fj/

ence that would add value to the ecosystem. However being a part of liT Bombay, the amount of free-

!iiJ

-

dom and resources available are definitely an
add-on. Also SINE as an incubator has been of tremendous help. W~h a great team and experience
01 over 30 incubates SINE definitely has a decent
reputation in the VC Circles .....tlich not only adds
value to ycu but also helps in the funding
process."SEDEMAC is one 01 the few technology

driven start-ups ....... ich have contributed in (8IS'"9 the level
01 standards., the automobile Industry and have provided solutions
that are compatible with the latest buzzword "Go Green"
With the Entrepreneurial ~t on a high and the startup ecosystem ., a position like never before, SEDEMAC Technologies have
defin~ety sho¥m the path for similar startups
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mOrlRIT
"In places 'Nilh bad roads, few Irains and parlous land tines, the very concept of banking seems to be a dlallenge, add to that
connectivity issues wtlich hJrther aggravate the problem. We have had ATM and internet banking around in India for a w11ile,
although both modes have had some success, penetratioo and lISe levels have been moderate. In a country with 250 Million
mobile phone subscribers, a number that is exploding and exceeds the internet UsefS standing at 40 Million, the symbiosis 01
mobile and banking seems to be the best possible solution." says Rakesh Oeshmukh, an IIT8 alumnus and Co-Founder MOFIRST - A startup focused on enabling operators. financial institutions, and merchants to exploit the mobile chaMeI for mPaymen! and mBanking services.
This idea of merging mobile and wallet was born wilen he was doing a job in a mobile company. Discussions with his colleagues regarding its feasibility ar'ld further research reinforced his faith in the idea. Rakesh realized that the e)(isting technologies including SMS and Near Field Communication (NFC) are either insecure or demand hardware alteration and his product
would revolutionize the way banking was perceived. He eventually decided to quit his job and blJild a team that could deliver
such a product. And after a couple of months of hunting for the right teammates, followed by another year that went in the development of the product, the company launched its products in Aug 2008. Meanwhile the team also participated in various
Business Plans competitions including Eureka, where his idea was highly appreciated by the judges. Today Motirst, consisting
of li T and 11M alumni having a cumulative experience of over 63 man years in the tinancial services and mobile technology,
has culminated into a company having excellent product and services capabilities. Through with the initial stages of funding
from angel investor, the firm also has expertise for 3G and Android platforms.
Based on the patent pending technology developed in house, Esafe and mPOS are two such products, which improve the efficiency, reduce rosts and enhance customer experience.
E-safe provides llexibility of carrying out transactions without Wallet and secures the credit card transactions by providing a
layer of authentication and strong encryption. Indepelldence from SMSlGPRS further reduces the dependence on the mobile
operator. Thus the customer gets a cost effective, secure, speedy sotution for his transactions.
mPOS currently addresses the existing shortcomings of Point Of Sale transaction . Unlike SMS and NFC, mPOS is safe and
compatible with existing mobile phones. Its ability to support multiple accounls, enhanced security and instant completion of
transaction are some features that increase convenience levels for consumers.

The scope of Mbanking services and such products extends well into our day to day transactions. And with the security questions addressed. there adoption in the existing market would bling a revolutionary change . While the usage of both Mobile
and Internet banking is ~mited. mobiles being Ubiquitous, their increasing usage for banking is imminent. But in order for blJsinesses and banks to include people that have noIlittle access to land lineslinternet connections onto the electronic platform,
customer training , technology stabilization and of course increasing awareness is essential. And with startups like Motirst
which focus equally on technology and market requirements, Mbanking is here to stay.

BUNDLE OF
CRAP
At the tum of the MiUennium , Bill Gates went head to head with the United States Department of Justice over Microsoft's allegedly monopolistic bu siness practices, including the company's blJ ndling of softwa re applicatJons with its
operating system software. During the ensuing trial, Gates claimed that , !of technical rea sons. the firm's browser, Intemet Explorer, could not be unbundled from the rest of Windows - wtlereupon an e xpert witness for the prosecution
went to work in the courtroom and unblJndled Explorer in about ten minu te s.
Source: www.anec
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Prateek Raj
Fourth Year Undergraduate. Department of Aerosapce. liT Bombay
On July " 2004, after traveling IOf seven years across interplanetary space, the American-built cassini spacecraft and ils
European-built Huygens probe glided flawlessly into orbit around the planet Saturn. At thaI point, at a distance 10 times farther from the Sun than is the Earth, the sj)(-metric-ton , bus-sized craft became the first artificial moon of Saturn and the farthest robotic outpost humanity had ever established around the Sun. Six months later, the HU}'gens probe drifted on a piece
of fabric through the atmosphere 01 Saturn 's largest moon, capturing panoramic images as it fell , and after two-and-a-half
hours came to permanent rest on the dark equatorial plains of litan. In another spectacular first, a device of our making had
•

made landfall on a moon in the outer solar system.

Saturn 's Rings at Center Stage

•

•

•

Why go to Saturn? Besides being the most iconic of ·otherworldly"

•

planets, the same processes ongoing in Saturn's rings are belieyed to
have occurred in the disk of material that ultimately became our solar
system. in similar disks around other stars, and-at a trillion times the
size---in the disks of stars and gas that make up spiral galaxies. So, in
studying Saturn's rings , scientists gain a
systems throughout the cosmos . This mosaic is made from
images taken fJom about 1.23 rrillion

to

k~ometers

I

away (right). In order

•

capture the darlt. side o f the rings, the sunlit half of the planet was

deliberately overexposed.

•
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Since its release of the Huygens probe, Cassini has made seyeralloops along different trajectories, During its firslthousand
days in orb~, the craft disooyered four new Saturn ian moons--Methone, Pallene, Polydeuces and Daphnls

and seyeral new

rings , The Saturnian rings and major moons, out to Iapetus, span some 3,5 million kilometers; Phoebe is a member of the
much more distant outer· irregular-satellite system,

An Active Atmosphere
Cassini arrived at Saturn In its northern hemisphere's winter and, surprisingly, revealed that alUooogh the usual buttery color
of the planet's clouds remained in the southern climes, it was gone in the rlOlOl,

repl. :ed with. daB- Iky-blue. The cause of

this change is still unknown, but mission scientists suspect that the cold winter ~ara1t.nl!l
deeper in the atmosphere where they are harder to see. Satum's atmosphere hall Pfo..icled 8\1_ l1'IOI1I iil)'d f,'
infrared mapping spectrometer captured the planet's north,poIe and reyealed a bizarre he_aoor d faa' ...
(next page top rightmost), The red color, indicating heal, implies that !he area is largely cia.,
picked up a swirling hurricane-like vortex (top left on the adjacent page), a

<
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•

•

•

•
•

eye ringed by towering clouds that has ne.ver befqre been seen on another

plaret.

The monster storm (below right), about 8,000 kilometers across, has winds blowing at 550 kilometers per hour and clouds

rising 30 10 75 kilometers above those in the cenler. Ctl'sini found this storm to be a strong source of radio waves, much like
the short bursts of static generated by lightning on Earth, and identical to electrostatic discharges thai were first detected by
Voyager but not understood althat time . This is!5ne mystery that Cassini's prolonged campaign of obsefVations or the
••
•
nian environment has finally solved.
•

•

Taking in Titan
•

Saturn 's largest moon is 50 percent larger than our own Moon
• and has long intrigued planetary saentists. BefOfe Cassini's
,-

amval, its surface environment was believed IO, be in so;;"e

respects more like. Earth's than any other body in our
•
•

•

. SoIar ~stem . despite temperatures of 300 degrees
•

below zero Fahrenl:leil. lis thick atmosphere, 'Iike
Earth's, contains rilqIecular nltr~n . but it also C0nta ins simple organic materials that foon a ubiqui~
.
.
'
tous omnge, globe-enveloping haze. W.hen ob•
•
serving Tita'n in the light from Saturn · omit,

.

.

•

• cass.,i's cameras can peer through ils obscuring almosphefe BOO see its surface.

•

,

Light, conlinent-sjled regions could be
•

•

seen, as well as

da~er

•

featltres . What are

•

•

they? From a distance, il WBS hard 10 tell .

•

As Huygens plowed

throug~ ~an's

mo.sphere, from 16 kilometers apove

at·

!tw

surface a landscape veined with signSI'
•

of liquid drainage and features that

••

• looked like islands graduaJIy came into
•

view. Tracts of channels and gullies '
and wilat looked like a shore· line
•
became more distinct at eigl'lt kilome· .

•

••

•

•

•

Huygens eventually came 10 rest on a mud flat, an unconsolidated ground wei with liquid methane, on the edge of a large
darK e)lpanse. Right away, imaging scientists knew the darK bodies seeo from orbit were not liquid al all. In fact , despite clear
evidence of a dendritic pattern of channels , that was almost certainly, as on Earth, carved by liquid, no open bodies of liquid
were evident anywhere. Cassi ni's radar instrument found vast areas of dark equatorial pla ins covered with 1()().meter-high
dunes, a geological feature implying steady bi-directiOflal winds and sufficient dryness to loft tiny panicles. Where were the
fabled open bodies of liquid ? Cassini finally looked pole-ward.

lakes at Titan's Poles

•

A year and a hal f laler, Cassini 's cameras and radar instrument captured images of the north· pole, and details began to
emerge. Our cameras spied a lake-like feature with all the right morphological and environmental markings of a body of
liquid-a cloud complex, made of methane, can be seen in the lower the image, When scaled relative

to the surface area of

'

Titan , this feature is as large as the

•

Black Sea, The radar strip (right)
from a near-polar nyby, captured in
earty 2007, shows exceptionally dark areas closest to the north-pole,

•

which the radar team interpreted to
be Mquid hydrocarbons. The I

."

~x

"",".n" ,=,'~j ,,', i";' Titan, is about the size of the Mediterranean.
•

•

The Fresh Face of En celadus
A relatively small but very bright white moon, Enceladus has yielded one of Cassini's
•

most startling and significant findings. Moon's south-pole, crossed by a systematic . .,tern of fissures that , as shown in false color, are compositionally distinct, coated with
simple organic materials (right side). The south polar terrain was found to
ingly warm, with the fissures being warmest of aiL Cassini captured a most i
sight: a dozen or so jets of fine, icy particles spraying from these large f~'
tending lens of kilometers into space (below left). Other instruments on Cassinl found
that this spray of icy particles Is accompanied by water vapor laced with simple organic
compounds . Some scientists have proposed that the jets are caused by simple evaporation of warm ice and the subsequent freezing of vapor as it hits the cold of space,

•

Others have proposed the explosive release of gases trapped in cages made by the
structure of water ice as the source of the vapor. Our gfOlJp of imaging scientists on the
Cassini Imaging Team has suggested that the jets may in fact be geysers erupting from
subsurface pockets of liquid on this moon. And if we are correct , then Cassiili has
indeed made a heart-stopping discovery: ,,~
and organic materials, or in other words, an
organisms.
Our first one thousand days ba.ding $1 I M{'lll'liUtilVll)'a have

opened our eyes to the splendor and disco.-ery mBrent'

: -

for all of human history had been unreachable and now is .illaiQ
bence, under our watchful gaze. Our
ing planetary system should be no less remaril.able.

,
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Depleting fuel resources and increasing population have resulted in a colossal need to revamp our transportation system; the time has come to
meet the challenge head on
Prof. Kavi Arya
Computer Science & Engmeenng Department, liT-Bombay

Consider the car taking us to work on our daily commute. Of the litres of fuellhat we put into it every week, only aboul5-8%
is being used 10 transport us. The rest , the 95%, is being used to transport the vehicle itself · all 1.5 odd Ions of it Our precious
fuel is actually being spent to move a large volume of air at a high cost. For those of us who have been witness 10 high-quality
transportation systems abroad, this wasle is doubly fnlstrating. It's sad that in a country of over a billion people there is little
semblance of planning In our major cities thai appear to default on their basic duties to their denizens. We spend vast
amounts to move our populations in private vehicles.

As the economy of our countIy grows we need to envision better ways of mobilizing our workforce to create bettef value for
the economy. Instead many of our cities default in this critical role leaving the job to private enterprise to propagate an unhealthy and unsustainable transportation eco-system by encouraging more private vehicles on roads.
Witness Mumbai's Bandra-Worli sealink estimated at RS.600cr and allowed to escalate in cost due to delays to almost
Rs. l ,500 cr. As also the plethora of flyovers being developed to speed up (private) vehicles on our roads. With every new flyover we find that after a few mooths of speed-up on the roads , things soon get back to square one as more people bring vehicles out onto the new faster road .
The problem is acute in exploding cities such as Bangalore, Mumbai and Delhi where almost 1000 new cars come onto the
roads everyday. 3-4 cars take as much road infrastructure as an entire bus and transport only 3-4 people. Numerous reports
demonstrate how private vehicles on the road are heavily subsidized by the government. In 1951

we had some 34000 buses

in relation to some 300k private cars . Today, it has worsened by an order of magnitude where lor every 73M vehicles registered, O.17M are cars and two-wheelers. This is inspite of the lact that buses acx:ount for OVef 60% of ;aurneys by road .
This has happened because o f sheer neglect by government and....,.ong incentives to industIy. For instance buses are !axed
at Rs .1 3765 annually, private cars are taxed at RS.533 annually. People argue that the public transport enterprises are loss
making. Howevef, it has also been shown that most of the losses o f the public transport system is due to aging fleets, 1op-

sided taxation and overstaffing and by not taking the hidden benefits of the advantages of an efficient public transportation
system.

It is incteasingly dear that the problem of public transportation cannot be solved by tinkering around with individual parameters of the problem. It won't get solved, for instance, by just producing more comfortable buses. People continue in their inefficient ways unless they are incentivized to change their habits. This is where transportation policy and technology issues
meet We need to create a situation where it is more rewarding for commuters to leave their cars at home. This they will do if
pub~c

transportation and buses are cheaper than the cheapest other means of travel , namely the 2·wheeler. How do we

achieve this? By integrating urban planning and transport planning.
How can we technologists do to help? How do we formulate and solve this problem which has not only technology components but also policy related components and political elements? We can start by looking at it through the cost prism. We find
that buses typically cost anything from Rs.201km to Rs .50lkm to run. Volvo buses in Bangalofe cost Rs. 49fkm because of
higher fuel costs and depreciation. A motorcycle costs some RS. lfkm. We need to bring down the sweet spot of passenger
fares to this level. That means that for an average journey of, say 3km, we need to bring down the price to Rs.3 or so. How
do we achieve this ? Let's first eKamine the techflOtogy issues. Firstly we can coneeptualise a more fuel efficient vehicle and
then run it more efficiently.
Sustainabitity guru, Dr. Amory Lovins of Rocky Mountain
Inst. (USA ), shows us the wayan fuel efficiency. He demonstrates that by ultra-lighting a car through the use of
carbon composites and with a new perspective on vehicle
design we can bring down the weight o f an SUV to about
a third of conventional cars. This means that fuel efficiency shool s up from almost 12 kmpl to aboul70-BOkmpl
and more. His design o f a lighter, stronger and safer SUV
weighs in at 75Okg. Expensive? Perhaps a little more than
steel bul greatly reduces running cost over the lifetime of
the ear. Perhaps it is not a coincidence that Toray has announced a ¥3Ob planllo mass-produce carbon-fiber auto
parts for Toyota. II suggests that the use of carbon fibfe
results in ears that are 50% lighter and 1.5 times safer in
a collision .
Another indicator for the "ideal final result" has already been provided by the people. They want something that is tow-cost
above everything else. The "Jugaad" - a makeshift unbranded "peoples transporter" plies in Northem cities such as Faridabad
near Delhi. These are built around the Mahindra Jeep chassis with minimal home-brewed automotive eontrols and powered
by a diesel water pump. What's remarkable about this vehicle is its price - some Rs.50,OOO upto a lakh. It carries eflOnnous
quantities of produce and people to markets everyday and the oost of a 15km trip in one of these vehicles is less than Rs.15.
True innovationl
Can we design and build a high. tech" Jugaad" to be the comerstone of an inflOvative indigeneous transportation system? This
requires us from scratch to design a vehicle made from composites, with a hybrid drive train and onboard by-wire systems.
We have Ihese skills at liT-Bombay! We may also conceptualise ICT infrastructure that helps us run these vehicles economically. For instance have a voiee-enabled mobile-phone enabled service with which commuters can order a piclc.-upldrop from

any location. Can we think of innovative ways to ineentivize and regulate industry to rnanufacture and use these vehides to
make profit, aeate jobs and offer effective and effICient public transportation alternative? We can face these vast challenges
with one of

two attitudes. One

is to throw up our hands and to give up on seale of the problem. The other is to see this as a

great opportunity to create a great innovative transportation system the wor1d has yet to see. Crazy? If wealth be measured
by the number 01 interesting opportunities

we

I'Iave IOf creation of intellectual property (IP}-- hefe we have a goktmine. And

each of us is a potential prospector -leis each stake out our claim.

"

OMPUTERS
Logic gates made of DNA could one day operate in your bloodstream, collectively making medical
decisions and taking action. For now, they playa simple game of tic-tac-toe

Ayesha Chaudhary
School of Blc>.l
nces and BlOengmeen'ng (Biomedical group), liT Bombay
The silicon microprocessors have been the heart of the computing WOI1d for more than 40 years. In that time, manufacturers
have crammed more and more electronic devices onto their microprocessors and traditional silicon microchips have become
smaller and faster at an exponential rate . According to Moore's Law, the computing power of microprocessors doubles about
every 18 months but silicon chips do have a practical upper limit of speed and power. Therefore, chip makers need a new ma terial to produce faster computing speeds. DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), the genetic material may be Ihe new malerial Ihal
will take the place of silicon 10 keep Moore's law going. DNA computers have the potential to take computing to new levels,
picking up w11ere Moore's law leaves off.
DNA molecules are similar to computer hard drives in the way they save information about an individual's genes. DNA has
the potential to perform calculations many times faster than the world's most powerful human·built computers. Just as traditional computers make use o f microchip hardware, DNA computers have their own version of miaochips,
,/~_--_'~ DNA microarrays Of "gene chips". These computers are constructed using DNA as software and

.

enzymes as hardware, rather than traditional silicon-based components. By mildng DNAand
enzymes in this way and monitoring the reactions , comple)( computer calculations
can be performed.

•

We already nave some DNA computers, fOf

eg. MAYA· II . They can do

things

like solve math problems and play tic-tae-toe . What makes DNA computing so interesting is that parallel processing on a DNA computer is mud1 more natural 10 achieve than
on a regular PC. On our Windows Of linu)( 00)(, multithreading (both in hardware and software, w11ich mimics hardware) is more of a kludge and suffers a perfomlance hit that rises
poIynomially with the number of separate threads created .

DNA computing started in 1994 w11en Leonard M. Adleman , a University of Southern California reo
searcher. solved a version of a mathematical problem called the "traveling salesman problem' using
DNA in a test tube. This first DNA computer found the solution for a seven-city version of this problem
by simple trial and error. without using the logic circui ts found in traditional microprocessors.
Th ree years later. researchers at the University of Rochester developed logic gates made of
DNA. Currently, logic gales interpret inpu t signals from silicon transistors. and
convert those signals into an output signal Ihat allows the
computer to perform complex functions. Instead of
using electJical signals to perform logical operations, these DNA logic gates rely on DNA code . They
detect fragments of genetic material as input. splice 10-gether these fragments and form a single output. Logic gates are
the basis of modem computer's processing abilities, and fashioning them

from DNA was a majOf breakthrough.
In

2003, a DNA computer that could perform 100,000 times as many operations per seooncI as

the (then ) fastest PC was created by scientists at the Weizmann InsliMe o f Science in Israel. They

engineered a computer made 01 a single slrand 01 DNA. This amazing device was vanishingly smal" since DNA is nothing
more than a large moIeCJle, yet could perloon 330 trillion operations per second.
DNA's key advantage is that it witl make computers smaller than any computer that has come before DNA's key advantage
is that it will make computers smaller than any computer that has come before them, while at the same time holding more
data. In addition, unlike today's PCs, DNA computers require minimal or no external po't'+'er sources as they run on intemal
energy produced during cellular reactions. One pound of DNA has the capacity to store more information than all the electronic computers ever ooill. Unlike oonventional computers , DNA computers perfoon calculations parallel to other calculations. Conventional computers operate linearly, solving one task at a time . II is parallel computing that anows DNA to solve
comple)!: mathematical problems in hours, whereas it might take electrical computers h undreds of years to complete them.
Perhaps, DNA computers could revolutionize the biomedical field . Scientists predict a future where autonomous bio-molecular computers would wOf1( as 'doctors in a cell ,' operating inside living cells and sensing anomalies. DNA computing research
is going so fa st that il s potential is still emergi ng. Th is is an area of research that leaves the science fiction .....,.-jters struggling
to keep up.

BAD
:...- COMPUTER
PREDICTIONS
IBM chief Thomas Watson famou sly declared one day in 1943, "I think
there is a world market, for maybe five computers .. ."

A few of the others are
" Computers in the future may weigh no more than 1.5 tons."

-- Popular Mechan;cs, 1949

"I have traveled the length and breadth of this country and talked
with the best people, and I ca n assure you that data processing is a
fad that won't last out the yea r.

M

-- Prentice HaN business editor, 1957
"But what... is it good for1

M

-- IBM engineer on the microchip, 1968
"There is no reason anyone would want a computer i n thei r h ome.

M

-- President, Chairman and founder o ( Digital Equipment Coqxxation. 1977
Source: IBM
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In the calculation, five factors have to be assessed: ur·
gency (U), complexity (C), importance (I), skill (5) and
frequency (F ) and each given a score between one
. Asildh. aggravation (A), was set at 0 .7 by the
after their poll. The closer the value of
x 0.7

digit number In which

II 4 ~ then the dlS;t at 2nd
3rd place Ia 3 leu than the
dlfijt II 3 limn the IIIIt
th era . . 3 pairs that IUI\'1

'f'"

is to ten. the more your bad tuck. What is being talked
about?

i i at 4th place
and the digit at
place. The 1st
number overall

Identify this "nightmare". What are these equations
known as ?
(Hint: it connects a certain "breed" in every college)
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r"leld two letters 01 the series
A,E, F, H, I, L, M ··??

These two images link together to give the name of a
noble prize winner. Who are we talking about?

._._-,

n· .
6.There are 20 people in a room . Out of these 20
people there are 5 pairs of identical twins.
If we select 5 people randomly, what is the probability
that at-least one pair of identical twins will be selected?

"

7.There is a special technology incorporated in this
man's shirt. Name it.
(Hint: Leeds United meets Diadora "leads" to technology).

8. What do these Google doodles commemOfate:

G ~gI~ G~gle

....
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Horizont81

3. Name the blanked out hitl. (7,6)
5.36,000 kilometers (22,000 mil above the equator is
officially recognized by the Intemational Astronomical
Union as a
Orbit. (6)
6. Premature obituary of this scientist stated "Le
marchand de la mort est mort" ("The merchant of death
is dead") (5)
Vertical
7. Whose hand is this? (3,8)
1. Celebrated on March 14. Celebrated on July 7 in some other parts of
the wortd (5)
2. This technology is based on the principles of triangulation using the
visual images and timing data provided by at least four high speed video
cameras located at different locations and
•••••• .............
100: " d 't
angles around the area of play. The data
~
store contains a predefined model of the
t"
playing area and rules of the game (7)
4 . Stamp commemorates,_ _ _ _ __ (10)

?
E

5. Pantone 2685C (7)
ContrIbuted by:
Ramanath Pai (Second Yeer Undergreduere. Mechenical DeparTment. liT Bombay)
Ch irag JU'ffl kar (s..cond Y""r Undflrgraduam. 8ecmcaID"Partment. liT Bombay)
Ankul Gahlot (Second Year Undergreduere. CMI DeparTment. liT Bombay)

i
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1 . The Murphy"s Law

2.65292
As per given conditions, there are three possible combinations for 2nd. 3,d and 4th digitS.

They are (3. O. 7) or (4,1.8) or (5, 2. 9) .It is gl .... en thallhere are 3 pairs whose sum is 11. All possible pairs are
(2.9). (3, 8). (4, 7). (5, 6). Now required number IS 5 dlgl! number and II contains 3 pairs of 11. So II must not be
having 0 and 1 in It Hence, the only possible combination for 2nd. lrd and 4th digits is (5, 2. 9) .Also, 1 sl dig,t is
thnce the last d,g,t The possible combinations are (3, 1), (6, 2) and (9, 3). out of which only (6, 2) with (5. 2. 9)
gives 3 pairs of 11. Hence, the answer is 65292.
3. Sophomore's Dream.
4 . The next letters In the senes are N.O,R,S.U,X. The pattern IS -letters whose English names (PhonetiC Pronunciations) start WIth vowels.
6. Sinclalr LewiS

6. The probability to hire 5 people with at least 1 pair of Idenlical twins IS 0.2528.
5 people from Ihe 20 people can be hired in 20C5 = 15504 ways.
Now, divide 20 people inlo two groups of 10 people each
Gl - With all twinS
G2 - Wllh all people olher than twins
Lei's find out all posSible ways to hire 5 people w,thoul a Single pair of Indenllcal
twinS. People from Gl People from G2 No of ways to hire GI Without a Single pair of Identical
twins
No of ways to hire G2 Total ways
05 lOCO 10C5 252
1 4 lOCI 10C4 2100
23 10C2' 8/9 10C3 4800
32 10C3' 8/9' 6/8 10C2 3600
4 1 10C4' 8/9' 6/8' 4f7 lOCI 800
50 10C5' 8/9' 6/8' 4f7' 216 lOCO 32
Total 11584
.. Y1
Thus, lolal possible ways 10 hire 5 people Without a Single pair of indenllcal twins =
So, 10lal possible ways 10 hire 5 people with al leaSI a single pair of indenllcal twi,
Hence, the probablhty to hire 5 people w,th at least a single pair of indentlcal twin
= 3920115504
= 2451969
·02528
= 2528%
7. Diadora is a leading sportswear apparel company. In 2005 il associated With LJ
which changed color according to the players work .. so that the coach can get a
works on the field
8. a. Earth Day
b. Venus Transll
c. Yuri Gagann. First Man in Space.
9 .Crossword
Across
3 Kalpana Chawla (7,6)
5. Clarke (6)
6. SorAlfred Nobel (5)
7. Mrs. Roenlgen (3,8)

0_
I.PiDay(5)
2. Hawkeye (7)
4. Pythagoras (10)
5. Cadbury (7)
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liT Bombay has been participating in Robocon, an Asia Oceanic college robotics competition founded by
Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union, since 2003 and it became a matter of real pride and prestige when liT
Bombay won the National League championship and represented the oounlJy at China for the International compet~ion in 2005. Since then liT Bombay has been a regular and an active participant of Robo-

Zephyr, the Annual aviation festival of
liT Bombay look place between 10th to

=r

g

Il

=r

g

con every year implementing

I

o

new techniques and

innovative strategies and setting new standards for

everyone. It was just a matter of luck when liT Bombay lost close to liT Delhi in 2007 in the finals 01 the

12th October. This year's Zephyr had
ovef 20 events packed into 3 days.
having a host of compelillons, wOOtshops and lectures, The lecture series

National League.

UMIC (Innovation Club), liT Bombay conducts various competitions internatly to

ensure the proper seleclJon of the team. This year it conducted competilJons tike Line following Robot
competilion, Manual Robot competition and the Victory Drums compehlJon which

saw a participation of aver 30 teams, to ensure a healthy selection of

saw lectures from distinguished speak-

candidates for the

ers like Dr. Daniel Raymer (former

new team represenlJng

liT Bombay in NalJonal

League 2009 at Pune. The International compelJtion Ih'" """,

deSIgn director 01 Lockheed where he

happens at Tokyo, Japan. For more information please

WQf1(ed on prestigious projects such as

visit http://umic.i~b.ac.inlabout. htm.

the 8-2 Bomber and F-22 Raplor) and

Dr. Tessy Thomas (associate project di·
rec10f of Aani-III miSSile project). A vari-

ety of workshops were organized w1lich
included CFD, boomerang and aero- ....
modelling workshops. "Fly Like A Bird"

Keeping in mind the increasing number of motors-

was Ihe first-of its-kind worKshop on Or-

port competitions and the gradual increase 01 mOo

nithoptors and was conducted by Mr.

torsport awareness in India, the UTB Racing team

Nathan Chronister (founder, Omithopler

was formed in 2007. to work with and learn about

Zone). A company student interaction
session by the name of Aerocamp was
held which included informative talks

automobiles. The team participated in its first ever
car design competition, Formula SAE (FSAE), from

from Hone)Well, L&T and Rolls Royce.

gan wtlere each team had to design and build a

Compeb\Jons like Mach-Infinity and Aer-

the 14th to the 18th of May 2008 at Detroit. Michi-

~

one-seater lormula style race car from scratch, in-

saw good participaIJon, followed

cluding handling of logislJcs, marketing and financ-

by Aerotainment quiZ wtlich involved

es. There were a total 01 about 120 teams present,

general trivia related 10 aerospace engi-

of wtlich liT Bombay was the only university from

neering. For more information, viSit

the Indian subcontinent. The FSAE organisers,

httpJ.Iwv..'W,aero,iitb,ac.il'llhome/zephyr.

knowledging the enormous effort and hard work

0faCe

ac-

they put in, presented them with the SAE Perseverance Award , an award given to the top rookie teams
at the competition. Inspired by this victory. the team
plans to participate next year with a lighter and
faster car, and also expand its horizons by entering
in more student racing competitions like SAE Baja
India in Jan 2009. The Baja car is ready for test
runs. Keep your eyes open, you just might see it
running somewhere in instil!. For more information,
vi sit http:I.Iwv..'W.me.iitb.ac.i nI~ /sa e/index, php,

The F1 racing event was organized dunng the early part of this autumn
semester primarily lor freshmen. The teams had to make a simple,
small DC motor powered RF car that oould race through water, speedbreaker obstacles and navigate a complex track. The event saw a huge
participation of nearly 80 teams aver the span 01 two days.
Some of the bigger events of TechniC are the G.C. events. The first GC
event of the year was called ·Sand-King" since it involved filtering out
sand from mixtures of sand and stones and making a bri<lge across a
ditch to deposit it into another zone. The second GC event was the extremely popular "Tech-Hunt". The event was an online treasure hunt that
required teams to be proficient in coding, reversing, general knowledge,
trivia and other types of questions. This was unarguably the most popular event of the year with entire hostels converging on common rooms
to crack the levels. The third GC event was called the "Exposition" and
it involved a speaker from each hostel presenting for a short time on any
topic

This year, Techfest introduced an initiative by the name of iNexus
(International Nexus) involving competitions at various international universitieS across the globe. The aim of the competition was to build a legged machine that had to transverse across the designated path in tne least possible
time. First edition of this initiative was held at Denmark, Dubai and Sri Lanka
during December 2008, All the centers received tremendous response and
resulted in decent amount of parlicipalJon. Bipeds, telrapeds alld al kind of
legged madlines tried to dear the 3 em obstacle. Some even completed the
track within 20 seconds which was a grand feat. Winners of these rounds will
participate in the Grand Finale of iNexus to be held at Techfest 2009, pitchIng

the

best

against

www.techfest.orgIinexus.

the

best.

For

more

information,

visit

of

hislher

choice.

http://gymkha na. i itb. ac. i nI-techni c/.

For

more

information,

visit

